Abstract: Renewable energy systems (RES) are reliable by nature; the sun and wind are theoretically endless resources. From the beginnings of the power systems, the concern was to know "how much" energy will be generated. Initially, there were voltmeters and power meters; nowadays, there are much more advanced solar controllers, with small displays and built-in modules that handle big data. Usually, large photovoltaic (PV)-battery systems have sophisticated energy management strategies in order to operate unattended. By adding the information collected by sensors managed with powerful technologies such as big data and analytics, the system is able to efficiently react to environmental factors and respond to consumers' requirements in real time. According to the weather parameters, the output of PV could be symmetric, supplying an asymmetric electricity demand. Thus, a smart adaptive switching module that includes a forecasting component is proposed to improve the symmetry between the PV output and daily load curve. A scaling approach for smaller off-grid systems that provides an accurate forecast of the PV output based on data collected from sensors is developed. The proposed methodology is based on sensor implementation in RES operation and big data technologies are considered for data processing and analytics. In this respect, we analyze data captured from loggers and forecast the PV output with Support Vector Machine (SVM) and linear regression, finding that Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) for prediction is considerably improved when using more parameters in the machine learning process.
Introduction
Due to the constantly increasing need for energy in the last decade and climate change issues, RES are vital. However, any electric power generation system needs to balance the generating and the loading components in order to be reliable and to operate safely at quality standards in terms of voltage, frequency and stability regulation [1] . This is also available for smaller scale systems such as prosumers, communities, aggregators or micro-grids that deal with local generation and consumption. Unfortunately, both the generating and loading components have fluctuations. RES, in comparison with other energy resources, do not fail unexpectedly, but they are characterized by uncertainty and variability. To compensate for these issues, other power system reserves are involved to generate additional power or reduce power when needed.
When monitoring RES, the main target is to identify whether the system is running in optimum conditions [2] or not. For monitoring, we need to measure some parameters and determine the RES yield. One of the common approaches for generating the forecast is to collect historical data, define the prediction problem, develop a forecasting model, validate and apply it and give meaning to the architecture, the machine learning algorithms were transformed or adapted in order to benefit from new features [27] . They allow the use of specially designated scale-out storage space to apply machine learning algorithms to huge data volumes.
When the utility companies begin to use smart grid platforms, the collected datasets are not used to their full value [28] for various reasons such as: inappropriate infrastructure (hardware, network, applications, and storage space), inappropriate data science employee skills, etc. This problem usually appears because the utility companies are not initially aware of the full complexity of big data, thus losing the opportunity to control the forecast, the loading process, the prices and the monitoring objectives. With regard to the RES that work offline or in hybrid mode, the same issue can appear when all the existing information is not used. In the case of these energy producers, there can be smaller datasets and the big data processing resources are limited.
The data collected in the case of RES can be standard or continuous. Some data come in the form of continuous streams from sensors; other types of data can be standard, which means they are not changing rapidly in time. Therefore, the analytical software requires the capacity to analyze both data that change fast, by using an interactive approach, and data that are static, by using batch processing.
In [29] , the forecast in the context of microgrids is mentioned. We consider that they also have a decentralized management (the decision is not too tightly bound to the grid). In this case, the forecast is highly dependent on the local approach, meaning that it needs to be based on the weather forecast and on the measurements and records of the monitoring RES system. The PV energy forecast depends on the weather parameters and the PV panel characteristics [12] . Therefore, the PV energy forecasting methods are a mix, considering both the weather parameters and the PV panel characteristics. The sky imagery and the satellite imaginary methods, based on cloud images, are often used when images are available. The sky imagery can better predict for short time periods (30 min) , while the satellite imaging prediction can be suitable for the upcoming hours (5-6 h) [12] . To increase the accuracy of the PV energy forecasting [12] , it is recommended to combine the forecast models.
In smart grids, the data analytics is usually oriented to grid operations [28] , meaning they are used for understanding customers' behavior, the predictive load and the forecasted energy. For the off-grid and hybrid renewable energy systems, the analytics should be similar. The offline and hybrid RES of medium to large sizes that use sensors, analytics and big data processing can be called Smart Off-line Renewable Energy Systems (SORES) and Smart Hybrid Renewable Energy Systems (SHRES), respectively. SORES and SHRES are similar to the micro-grids that (partially) operate without public grid connection. Usually, grid connecting is desired, but for some reasons this may not be possible for isolated sites or as a result of the local legislation. Connecting to the grid implies some additional administrative tasks performed in the grid, which can be simplified by using big data and analytics. Similarly to micro-grids [30] , SORES and SHRES [30] represent an easy way to use or integrate renewable energy in local communities by having reduced costs, good reliability and decreased CO 2 emissions. These kinds of systems alleviate the grid's difficult task of delivering energy where technical difficulties exist. When referring to the grid and RES, there are two main directions for generating wind and photovoltaic energy [7] . The first consists of encouraging and deploying large wind and photovoltaic power plants that can be smoothly integrated into the grid. The second direction has an opposite purpose: to have many small wind turbines and photovoltaic panels that require more decentralized action, in accordance with smart grids and smart cities. In order to successfully manage such complex systems, it is very useful to use big data and analytics, in the case of a decentralized approach.
An important aspect regarding big data in the energy field is data integration. Thus, the data collected by sensors, weather data, energy consumption and also GIS (Geographic Information System) data are tightly integrated. Basically, some specific big data analyses are not suitable without data integration-in particular, without GIS data integration [20] . Due to the progress of electronics and the cost-accessible sensors, the monitoring process goes a step further. In general, monitoring has been done at the inverter or solar controller level because here the data can be easily accessed. The implementation of the sensors for monitoring the photovoltaic panels is proposed in [31, 32] . Such monitoring systems are usually modules that communicate wireless and contain a small number of cheaper sensors. A similar approach is suggested in [33] where the temperature is monitored for every panel using wired communication, which allows the monitoring of the generated power individually per PV panel [2] . The solution is accessible because the data transmission is cheaper via wire. Also, there is only one sensor and the data volume is not too large, which reduces the number of tasks at the big data analytical level.
In general, specific forecasting systems perform at their best depending on the forecasted time horizon. The numerical weather prediction models are recommended for short periods such as 1-2 days; the statistical models (ANN in special), eventually combined with image models (sky or satellite), are suitable for even shorter periods, under 6 h [12] . For RES systems, this last category is very useful because we can adjust it based on consumption. Using big data and analytics for the distributed generation is also useful for better integration into the grid of the small wind and the photovoltaic generators.
In [34] , the authors propose monitoring the PV module by attaching it to the cover glass of an optical fiber sensor for measuring the temperature. This can be further extended to attaching this type of sensor at the photovoltaic cell level. In this manner, monitoring the PV panel becomes more accurate by having more data for analytics.
Methodology
The proposed methodology can be performed following these three steps: collecting and integrating data from sensors and smart meters, processing data with big data technologies, and forecasting PV and other RES outputs by SVM, as shown in Figure 1 . days; the statistical models (ANN in special), eventually combined with image models (sky or satellite), are suitable for even shorter periods, under 6 h [12] . For RES systems, this last category is very useful because we can adjust it based on consumption. Using big data and analytics for the distributed generation is also useful for better integration into the grid of the small wind and the photovoltaic generators.
The proposed methodology can be performed following these three steps: collecting and integrating data from sensors and smart meters, processing data with big data technologies, and forecasting PV and other RES outputs by SVM, as shown in Figure 1 . First, the weather data acquisition block is used for obtaining the weather data parameters. They can be achieved from a weather station using sensors or from a software application that uses a weather API. The inverters provide the following input parameters: power, current, voltage, etc. for each inverter or at the array level.
The data logger and/or the solar controller block measure the same parameters: power, current, voltage, etc. using a data logger that records and transmits them. Some solar controllers have the ability to provide the same function as independent data loggers.
The data transmission block assures the communication between the collected parameters and the storage and the processing block. The transmission can be made via wire (Ethernet LAN, WAN) or using wireless transmitting technologies, such as: Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, etc. The storage and the processing block can vary from flat files to databases or even big data.
The PV analytic forecast block consists of several methods for forecasting the produced power (for example, machine learning like multi regression, SVM or artificial intelligence). This can be First, the weather data acquisition block is used for obtaining the weather data parameters. They can be achieved from a weather station using sensors or from a software application that uses a weather API. The inverters provide the following input parameters: power, current, voltage, etc. for each inverter or at the array level.
The data logger and/or the solar controller block measure the same parameters: power, current, voltage, etc. using a data logger that records and transmits them. Some solar controllers have the ability to provide the same function as independent data loggers. The data transmission block assures the communication between the collected parameters and the storage and the processing block. The transmission can be made via wire (Ethernet LAN, WAN) or using wireless transmitting technologies, such as: Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, etc. The storage and the processing block can vary from flat files to databases or even big data.
The PV analytic forecast block consists of several methods for forecasting the produced power (for example, machine learning like multi regression, SVM or artificial intelligence). This can be developed using technologies like R, Python, C, Java, etc.
Sensor Data
Data from sensors and simulations can be used to estimate the viability of the RES project, monitor system parameters in real time, forecast, maintain, optimize and properly size the system (by generating and storing in order to balance the demand).
One of the challenges related to collecting data from sensors is the huge datasets that usually contains multi-dimensional records. For instance, records collected by a logger from a photovoltaic panel can contain about 28 parameters. To extract knowledge and information from such datasets, it is imperative to find groups of similar data records and analyze them using data clustering [35] . Finding clusters is an important data mining step. Since the dataset is huge, it is recommended to find clusters in a subset of dimensions, usually named subspace.
Also, for off-grid systems, it is necessary to determine the optimum size for the storage capacity that reliably provides energy, which can be predicted with data analytics. Wind and solar power generation can be predicted using data from sensors through data mining techniques.
However, the challenges regarding the sensors [36] are related to cost, technical limitations regarding connectivity, privacy, security, sharing and data analysis.
The sensors can be classified as follows:
Simple sensors mounted near the renewable energy sources, such as: solar light sensors, temperature, humidity or even video cameras; -Advanced sensors for on-site monitoring [37] , where an embedded device, based on a microcontroller, is added to a photovoltaic panel to measure the voltage and the power. Arduino-related sensors are similarly implemented. In both cases, data can be collected via wireless or LAN technologies and sent to a server. -High integrated sensors that are recently offered by RES equipment producers (solar and wind) and generate special "loggers." These devices are connected to solar controllers via the RS485 interface, retrieve on a custom time interval all the voltage and the power parameters and locally store them for a specific time period, three months or one month, depending on the storage capacity. An example of such a logger is EPEVER eLOG01 for EPEVER MPPT solar controllers.
Other producers have similar loggers directly integrated in the solar controllers. -Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) represent a small module, which contains sensors, microcontrollers and radio transceivers. All principles related to WSN apply to PV, wind turbine or RES [38] [39] [40] [41] . They provide a central data storage, access control, transmission techniques, multichannel and optimal sensor locations, energy efficiency sensors and transmission criteria. In the case of RES, WSN can contain one or more sensors for temperature, solar radiation and wind speed. However, in order to reduce the costs, only the back-panel temperature sensors can be used for PV, and only the wind speed sensor can be used for the wind turbines. Based on these two sensors, the generated power can be predicted. Another particularity of RES is that a relatively high number of WSN modules are necessary (in comparison with the logger modules), especially because it is desirable to monitor every element. Thus, it generates a huge data volume. The data collection, the aggregation and the analysis are highly dependent on technology, with the recommendation being to use big data. Monitoring units that contain sensors for PV temperature, ambient temperature, solar radiation and a main unit. These units collect primary data and send them to a web portal from where the data can be processed in a big data environment (for example, the SM2-MU main unit). This situation is mentioned in [42, 43] : to analyze large volumes of data, SM2-MU connects to a web portal to send data. The portal can have, in the background, the possibility of analyzing data. By extrapolation, it is possible to write data using a customized code into a repository or even into a big data system, where big data analytical features can be used. -Standalone sensors such as the PV-100 PV monitoring package, which contains PV temperature, ambient temperature and solar radiation sensors, plus a radiation shield to prevent errors. PV-100 PV is working on an SMA cluster controller. It is a SMA company product mentioned here since it implements a distinct monitoring principle for monitoring the PV system. As described in [44] , the SMA cluster controller is a central unit that works with many SMA inverters and sensors, such as the previously mentioned PV-100 PV. SMA cluster records data from inverters and sensors and assures the monitoring and the control of the PV plant. It can interact with a web portal that allows for large-scale integration. The SMA cluster controller consists of an intelligent part of monitoring that collects and transmits data for many applications, providing seamless sensor integration.
The measuring of temperature, humidity, wind, rainfall and other environment parameters can be done on site, using a private or public weather station. This is a more economical approach than having sensors on every panel, but also less accurate. The weather stations can periodically dump data into a .csv file, which facilitates more data processing with big data techniques.
Another approach for determining the environment parameters is to use a weather API in a software application [45] in order to retrieve meteorological data at a specific time frequency. The weather API can retrieve data based on locations. Also, the weather APIs are less accurate than the weather stations, because the software on API retrieves meteorological data from a neighboring public weather station, which usually is at a specific distance from the location where RES is installed. The weather API can give more parameters, which via big data processing can compensate for the accuracy issue. In the future, many applications, services, and infrastructure platforms that aim at energy saving, will be based on weather data, and thus the weather parameters will have a growing significance [20] .
The ambient temperature sensor and/or PV panel temperature sensor can play an important role. Thus, the PV panel temperature is proportional not only to the ambient temperature, but also to the solar radiation received by the panel. One report [2] presents the graphical difference between the PV panel temperature and the ambient temperature. Comparing this difference with the reference yield (Yr) at a weekly level, for example, and drawing a regression line could provide significant insights into the monitoring system. Short examples of the quantity of data generated by sensors are provided in the following paragraphs: These data are related to PV parameters only. Similar data volume can appear in the case of the weather variables. Also, considering that the data from the loggers are recorded at 3-min frequencies, the volume of data from the above examples is 5 times larger.
The data collected from the sensors should be almost continually available, more than 99% [2] , with the caveat that less than 95% availability denotes a poor monitoring quality. However, this level is required for RES that are connected to a grid (on-grid systems). This implies good transmission from the sensors to the big data system and very good quality sensors, which lead to an increased cost for the monitoring system. For the off-grid RES, using non-industrial loggers or Arduino modules to monitor these systems, the acceptable availability could be lower, which can be compensated for with accurate data from the open-source analytical applications. In our experience, based on the proposed study case, 85% availability could be acceptable, thus the reducing costs can be substituted for by accurate data from the analytical applications.
In monitoring and PV forecasting, one of the major challenges is the uncertainty caused by the specific loss mechanisms. The following prejudices generate uncertainties [2] : horizontal irradiation: 3-5%; direct and diffuse irradiation: 2-3%, difficult to predict since it depends on the photovoltaic panel location; shading: 1-2%, usually due to the distance between the panels and vegetation; inverter behavior: 1-2%-basically, the inverter yield is over 95%; however, it can vary depending on the solar power applied on the input; soiling: 1-3%, depending on the rain frequency; reflection: 0-2%-any surface near the panel can reflect the solar irradiance, sometimes increasing the power generated (it is possible to place reflectors intentionally to increase the power); spectrum: 0-2%, this domain is not yet thoroughly investigated; low-light behavior: 1-2%, the monocrystalline photovoltaic panels behave better on cloudy, low-light days, as stated in the practical measurements; module mismatch: 0-1%-in practical tests it was stated that it can be reduced if we use matching PV panel types on the same solar controller or if we use for every panel its own solar controller; cabling: 0-1%.
Subsequently, we propose a diagram ( Figure 2 ) for SHRES. Apart from a grid connection, the same principle, SASM (Smart Adaptive Switching Module), is applied for SORES.
This diagram is intended to show an integration between data collected by sensors and other sources and the RES monitoring and optimization, in the context of big data. At the same time, it represents an attempt to include adaptive behavior in the system via SASM.
The big data system acquires data from different sources: sensors, WSN, loggers, weather data, load meters, and other web data sources. For RES, the data come continuously from sensors in a stream that is processed; usually, not all the sensor data are stored, but only the specific sensor data based on the processing results. One of the challenges in the case of RES is to operate optimally, integrating available photovoltaic, wind and storage energy. The energy is available at specific moments, during the day (for PV), or when the wind is blowing (for wind turbines). To overcome these RES fluctuations, batteries are used. To optimize the RES operation, we propose an architecture with a Smart Adaptive Switching Module (SASM).
yet thoroughly investigated; low-light behavior: 1-2%, the monocrystalline photovoltaic panels behave better on cloudy, low-light days, as stated in the practical measurements; module mismatch: 0-1%-in practical tests it was stated that it can be reduced if we use matching PV panel types on the same solar controller or if we use for every panel its own solar controller; cabling: 0-1%.
Subsequently, we propose a diagram (Figure 2 ) for SHRES. Apart from a grid connection, the same principle, SASM (Smart Adaptive Switching Module), is applied for SORES. This diagram is intended to show an integration between data collected by sensors and other sources and the RES monitoring and optimization, in the context of big data. At the same time, it represents an attempt to include adaptive behavior in the system via SASM.
The big data system acquires data from different sources: sensors, WSN, loggers, weather data, load meters, and other web data sources. For RES, the data come continuously from sensors in a stream that is processed; usually, not all the sensor data are stored, but only the specific sensor data based on the processing results. One of the challenges in the case of RES is to operate optimally, SASM operates in correlation with specific appliances that consume more energy by comparison with other controllable appliances; in this category, we include: the electric boiler, the electric vehicle, the electric heater, air conditioning, the washing machine, etc.
SASM detects the availability of renewable energy and connects appliances automatically or signals that they can be switched on. SASM gets information from the battery voltage sensors, the power intensity sensors of the inverter, the solar irradiance sensors, the wind speed sensors, the temperature sensors, short-and medium-term forecasting data and other relevant information extracted from big data analytics.
One SASM sample scenario could be: if the signal from a battery voltage sensor shows that the battery bank is full or almost full (for a 24 V bank, voltage over 27 V could indicate that it is almost full) and if the signal from the power intensity sensors from the inverter show that more appliances can be connected and if the forecast for the next 30 min based on the wind speed/solar irradiance sensors shows that the RES energy is available, then SASM will automatically connect the electric boiler or the electric vehicle or will signal that it is okay to start the washing machine.
Other similar scenarios can be considered. SASM automation is performed using the Arduino platform. Connecting different appliances when renewable energy is available allows for optimum usage of the system. Another advantage is that it indirectly increases the stored energy. Let us consider that we operate a washing machine for 1 h at noon (the hourly consumption for the washing machine is 1 kWh), when the energy is provided by the PV. It is similar with virtually storing 1 kWh energy, because we do not use the washing machine in the evening. Or, if we heat water when the energy is in excess, it remains in the boiler for later use. For heating water, if we consume 4 kWh, it is as if we store 4 kWh.
This permits us to rationally use the battery bank and even resize it to smaller capacity. So, the battery bank is one of the most expensive parts of the system and the cost decreases. Also, because battery fabrication has a carbon footprint, reducing the number of batteries makes the energy greener.
After describing Figure 2 , we can formulate a specific response to questions like: why does the system need to learn or why in this proposed diagram did we use a learning machine like SVM? The answer is that many methods for the prediction of energy generated by a photovoltaic panel already exist. The first methods use calculations, which start from the global irradiance and take into consideration the position of the sun and its trajectory, the solar beam attenuation from sun to earth. These calculations are complex and have many parameters that are difficult to control such as: the influence of the cloud cover, the solar beam attenuation by diverse particles, and the influence of the weather parameters. Considering these issues, this approach assures a prediction with 10-15% accuracy. In fact, it is almost impossible to predict the generated power exactly, due to the mentioned causes. The other important approach when predicting generated power consists in using machine learning. The ability of technologies to learn from previous results and make predictions is a useful approach in the photovoltaic power prediction because it eliminates the complex calculations that were needed in the previously described method. Also, it decreases the dependency on factors that are hard to measure, like the attenuation from the atmosphere. In our opinion, this approach has another big advantage: it is accessible because machine learning algorithms are easy to implement on a PC or server that is always available in a company that has a photovoltaic system. Nowadays, the results of the predictions can be easily used in smart energy management, as presented in Figure 2 , using accessible technologies such as Arduino.
Another interesting question is whether the amount of PV power required can be predicted before setting up the photovoltaic system. The answer is yes, but the predicted or the estimated power is roughly the quantity of power generated for a specific period, like a day, a month or a year. There are applications that provide this prediction; however, most of these estimations are to confirm the feasibility of the system in the investing stage and not for real-time operation, which is influenced by other factors such as the cloud covering. In the case of cloud cover, in real-time operation, the generated power will decrease dramatically, so energy-intensive appliances should be disconnected to preserve the storage of the battery bank. Similarly, solar controllers/inverters decouple all appliances when the battery is almost fully discharged, which is not always the best choice. It is preferable not to discharge the batteries down to 30-40% of their capacity (in this case the life of the batteries decreases significantly) but to discharge only to 60%. The data sheet for the battery shows that if a battery is discharged too often, the life of the battery considerably decreases.
Big Data Processing and Analytics
There are many software applications that can process streaming data, such as: Apache Storm, Apache Flink, Apache Spark, Apache Samza, Streaming Analytics with Oracle GoldenGate, Microsoft StreamInsights, Google Cloud DataFlow, IBM InfoSphere Stream, Amazon AWS Kinesis, etc.
In Figure 3 , a big data architecture that implies technologies that provide stream processing is proposed.
The architecture contains four main blocks: Storage&Streams, Applications&Resources management, Processing engines, and Applications&Languages, each of which can be developed using one or many of the mentioned applications. The central point in this architecture consists of processing engines where many well-known applications can be used, such as Flink, Spark, Storm and Tez.
In Figure 3 , a big data architecture that implies technologies that provide stream processing is proposed. The architecture contains four main blocks: Storage&Streams, Applications&Resources management, Processing engines, and Applications&Languages, each of which can be developed using one or many of the mentioned applications. The central point in this architecture consists of processing engines where many well-known applications can be used, such as Flink, Spark, Storm and Tez.
Storage and Streams
Even though this is basically a streaming processing system, it definitely needs a storage block. For storage, a HDFS with a HBase is used. The Apache HBase assures the key base access to data in columnoriented tables. The HBase can also handle huge tables that have millions of columns and rows [47, 48] . Therefore, it is recommended for this feature to be used for systems that work with large amounts of data from sensors.
However, such big data streaming architecture does not have as its main scope storing data from sensors, because over time the amount of data from a large number of sensors can be huge. Thus, storing data is an intermediate step in the streaming processing, and the final target can be to store the streaming processing results for a long period of time. Considering this issue, we can state that in these types of applications the storage mainly depends on the available budget. If the budget is small, intermediary storage for a limited time (months to a few years) is preferable, but if the budget is sufficient, in other cases apart from processing, the data can be stored for a longer time.
Using big data, and in particular HBase or other similar storage technology (such as: Oracle NoSQL, MangoDB, Cassandra), instead of a relational database is often chosen due to the storage size that usually increases in time [47] . This is the situation of the current use case. 
Even though this is basically a streaming processing system, it definitely needs a storage block. For storage, a HDFS with a HBase is used. The Apache HBase assures the key base access to data in column-oriented tables. The HBase can also handle huge tables that have millions of columns and rows [47, 48] . Therefore, it is recommended for this feature to be used for systems that work with large amounts of data from sensors.
Using big data, and in particular HBase or other similar storage technology (such as: Oracle NoSQL, MangoDB, Cassandra), instead of a relational database is often chosen due to the storage size that usually increases in time [47] . This is the situation of the current use case.
HDFS is a distributed file system that has many features [49, 50] : it can run on simple, low-cost, heterogeneous hardware or commodity hardware, it is fault-tolerant, provides a high read rate, can handle huge data volumes like gigabytes or terabytes, but at the same time can work with many files (which makes it appropriate for using the MapReduce algorithm) and can be used in batch and stream processing. HDFS is suitable for applications that write once and read the related information many times. Also, HDFS allows for processing in the node that contains data, which is more economical in comparison with the reverse paradigm, where the data are processed by a central machine that can generate network bottleneck. Therefore, the below features are useful for PV forecasting with big data:
the ability to work with stream processing, since the data from sensors is coming continuously; -ability to work with large volumes of datasets from sensors; based on application logic, a large volume of data can accumulate over time. -the ability to work with many files or data sources; thus, for the PV, data that come from many sensors or sources can be successfully handled.
For big data storage and processing Hadoop is usually used as a feasible solution [49] . In this architecture, there are specific stages, such as data (from sensors and other sources), data ingestion (Kafka), staging (HDFS, HBase), processing (MapReduce), access and insight.
Apache Kafka [51] gathers data from sensors and other sources to handle this data in a fault-tolerant way in real time and send it to other destinations. The data sources are named producers Symmetry 2018, 10, 748 13 of 38 and the destinations are named consumers in Kafka terminology. In our use case, Kafka producers are sensors and other applications (for example, the application that determines weather parameters based on API). Kafka consumers can be processing engines like Apache Storm, Spark or Flink. To assure fault tolerance, Apache Kafka uses clusters. The data from a source (or from sensors) are known as a topic and labeled based on data sources. Using labels permits consumers to request a specific dataset from the Kafka cluster. For redundancy, a topic is stored in different partitions. Data sequence blocks from a partition are named records. The producer sends data records to one partition using a broker. Then, the broker replicates the data to other partitions.
Data from producers (sensors and /or other sources) can be sent to Apache Kafka using the TCP port that Kafka exposes. This is achieved by a Kafka client that needs to take data and initiate the TCP socket connection. Kafka is written in Java and has a light client library [52] , which is why it is easier to write the Kafka client in Java. Other relevant features of Kaka are also extracted from the source [52] : it does not have external dependencies, it is fault-tolerant, and it processes only one record at a time, which makes it suitable for stream processing.
An alternative to Kafka is Apache Flume, which can also be used to transfer data from sensors and applications to Hadoop and HDFS. When comparing Flume with Kafka, these two applications have some features that overlap, but they could be used for different use cases [51] . Kafka is a more general-purpose platform that can be used for many source types, while Flume has been specially designed for large logs and streaming data.
Flume has three components: source, channel and sink. The Flume source consumes data from sources like logs and is the first in a chain. Once a data event is triggered it is passed to the Flume channel. The Flume channel is a transmission component and acts primarily as a buffer between Flume source and Flume sink, storing a specific data quantity as it is configured, prior to sending it to the Flume sink. The Flume sink passes the received data from the flume channel to a repository, usually HDFS.
Applications and Resource Management
In order to process large volumes of data, big data solutions usually use distributed processing; thus, for increasing the capacity, more nodes are added. In modern big data ecosystems, some resources can be shared between multiple applications. A simple example is HDFS, which can be shared between a stream processing application and a batch processing application; in this way, the hardware is efficiently used. For efficient sharing and arbitrating of access to resources, special applications are used. One such application is Mesos, acting as a kernel of the distributed computers [53] . It is a resource manager that assures resource sharing and isolation between tasks that use shared resources, providing scalability and extensibility via a linear or horizontal cluster scale and assuring fault tolerance. Mesos has a master-slave architecture [54, 55] . Mesos components consist of master daemons and slave daemons known as Mesos agents that run on each cluster node (PC), where parallel processing is required. The Mesos master granularly allocates CPU, RAM and other resources to tasks and agents. Actually, Mesos works as an operating system kernel at the distributed processing level on several nodes.
Yarn is a similar resource manager as part of Hadoop [56] ; the master side is known as ResourceManager. On every machine a NodeManager exists and is similar to the agent from Mesos. The ResourceManager arbitrates resource usage between applications.
Processing Engines
Apache Storm is a system that provides the possibility to create applications that process large volumes of data in real time [57] . Storm can be used for diverse parallel or distributed tasks like stream processing, continuous computation, distributed remote procedure call, real-time analytics, etc. Storm is fast, horizontally scalable, can add more nodes to a Storm cluster in order to increase the capacity, and is also fault-tolerant. It guarantees that any data chunk will be processed at least once. The applications written for Storm can be in any language.
MapReduce is a framework that processes huge datasets, usually stored in Hadoop, using automatic parallelization [58] . MapReduce has three phases: mapping, shuffle and reduce. In the mapping phase, a map function is invoked that uses a divide and conquer process; thus key-value pairs input data are mapped for parallel computing. In the shuffle phase, merge and sort by keys are implemented on the output date from the mapping phase, and then results are sent to the reduce phase. Hadoop ensures parallel execution and effective implementation of Map and Reduce functions that should be. For a PV forecast that uses large volumes of data from sensors, MapReduce is preferable when sensor data are initially buffered in HDFS. This can be optional, as it looks more promising when using direct streaming of sensor data and storing only the valuable results at the end.
In Figure 3 , Apache Spark is mentioned in the processing engines block, but Apache Spark is more than a stream processing engine, it is a complete data analytics system. It is running in memory which is very fast, being composed of four main modules: Spark SQL, Spark Streaming, MLib (machine learning), and GraphX (graph) [59, 60] . Spark SQL permits us to run queries from Spark programs using a SQL similar syntax. Spark Streaming can perform streaming analysis of data that come from Kafka or Flume. MLib is a library suite that contains most of the machine learning algorithms. Both Spark SQL and MLib inter-operate with Pyton, R or Java. GraphX is used for displaying the graphical results that can be stored in a database.
Apache Flink is, from the streaming functionality point of view, very similar to Apache Spark. The question that arises is why we should use Flink and not Spark, when Spark has already been deployed in many solutions. The key is that Flink is newer and is a real-time streaming processing application, while Spark is a fast processing engine of mini-batch streams [61] .
Apache Flink can be used in real-time stream processing and also in batch processing programs. Flink clusters can be used with resource management applications like Mesos or Yarn. Flink deployment is fault-tolerant and has very good scalability. In this context, solutions that run on thousands of cores and with terabytes of datasets exist. As Flink can do real-time event processing, it is thus suitable for IOT and data sensor streaming applications.
Apache Tez is an engine that can be used in creating applications that improve the MapReduce speed [62] , allowing it to handle data volumes in petabytes. Apache Tez is not directly related to streaming; however, as it improves the MapReduce speed, it can be used in related applications, especially in interactive processing applications.
Applications and Languages
In the Applications and Languages block from Figure 3 , some sample applications are given, such as Giraph, which is also an Apache application suited for graph processing; Apache Mahout, which is an API library framework for mathematics and statistics, etc. However, the list of applications can be even larger; it is worth mentioning that a custom application specific to our use-case can be written. It can use streaming processing results and can be named custom application for the PV forecast.
SVM Forecast Model Depiction
The Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised learning method that can be used for classification and prediction (regression). For the current use case SVM is used for regression. In order to describe how it is used in regression, we initially describe the SVM for classification; basically, the SVM regression is derived from the SVM classification.
Objects that need to be classified are represented in a plan; here the input data have two characteristics, but in the real world they can have three or more characteristics that lead to at least three-dimensional space representation, or multidimensional representation. For describing the principle, we use a bi-dimensional case. Intuitive objects can be classified in two classes; the line between them is named a hyper-plan (as in Figure 4 ). SVM regression is derived from the SVM classification.
Objects that need to be classified are represented in a plan; here the input data have two characteristics, but in the real world they can have three or more characteristics that lead to at least three-dimensional space representation, or multidimensional representation. For describing the principle, we use a bi-dimensional case. Intuitive objects can be classified in two classes; the line between them is named a hyper-plan (as in Figure 4 ). The hyper-plan line representation is governed by a simple equation like ax + by + c = 0. The target is to optimally determine the coefficients a, b and c so that the hyper-plan delimits the objects as well as possible.
The classification is calculated based on the function sign(ax + by + c) [63] . If sign(ax + by + c) is 1, then the objects are in one class and are on a side of the hyper-plan; if sign(ax + by + c) is −1, then the objects belong to the other class and are on the other side of the hyper-plan.
To determine the coefficients a, b, c and the line of the hyper-plan, first it is necessary to have a training set of correctly classified data. Every point from our classes can be nearer or further away from the hyper-plan; the classification is better if we have as many points as possible further away. This is a confidence result for the classification. The hyper-plan line representation is governed by a simple equation like ax + by + c = 0. The target is to optimally determine the coefficients a, b and c so that the hyper-plan delimits the objects as well as possible.
To determine the coefficients a, b, c and the line of the hyper-plan, first it is necessary to have a training set of correctly classified data. Every point from our classes can be nearer or further away from the hyper-plan; the classification is better if we have as many points as possible further away. This is a confidence result for the classification.
Intuitively, many hyper-plans that separate classes exist; thus we have a band between classes, which is delimited by two margins, as drawn in Figure 4 . If new objects are added to the classes, it is possible for the margin between the hyper-plan edges to decrease. However, it is better if the distance around a hyper-plan is wider.
Regarding the confidence for classification, it is estimated by probabilities. Thus, the equation for one point is [63] :
Nonetheless, we have a set of lines and many possible lines or hyper-plans exist, so the equation is:
The target is to find lines that better classify objects, which means the target is to find sets of parameters that maximize the above probability.
Considering that the logarithm function is a strictly increasing function, by applying it to the function that needs to be maximized, we obtain the following equation [63] :
By multiplying the above equation by -1, the maximization becomes the minimization objective, giving a "cost" function.
For the bi-dimensional case, for obtaining larger margins around the hyper-plan edges, it is necessary to optimize the following equation [63] :
For the multidimensional case, ω, the equation is:
where α i are positive coefficients and x i is the support vector machine value.
In the linear classification, objects are separated by lines, but the demarcation between classes can also be nonlinear. To overcome this, a kernel function is applied that will transform the nonlinear space in a linear space on which the previous procedure can be applied. There are many representative kernel functions such as polynomial functions, Gaussian radial basis function (RBS), hyperbolic, tangent, etc.
When using the SVM for regression [64] , the principle is to reverse the objective, which means that if in the SVM linear and nonlinear classification function the objective is to maximize the distance between the hyperplane edges, in the case of the linear or nonlinear SVM regression, the objective is to minimize the distance between the hyperplane edges. With minimization, the predicted function will try to fit as many objects as possible from the related objects.
For using the SVM regression in the PV power forecast, the input data contain weather parameters-temperature, cloud cover, wind speed, pressure, ceiling, humidity, etc.-while the output data are obviously the power generated by the PV panel or array.
Results of the Case Study-A Sample Use of Data Generated by Loggers
Our case study consists of using a data sample generated by loggers in order to predict the PV and the RES output with the SVM regression.
Case Study RES System Architecture
Starting from the sample SHRES architecture presented in Figure 2 , in Figure 5 we show a real implementation of a RES system installed three years ago.
The structure of the RES system consists of: - The system contains heterogeneous components: several types of photovoltaic panels, solar controllers and inverters. This is due to the progressive development, with certain upgrades that tried to preserve previous investment. Usually, this is the case for many roof solar systems.
Loggers used are specific for Epever solar controllers, so the system is not entirely monitored (controllers and/or solar panels related to hybrid inverters are not monitored). However, even in this partial monitoring state, the principle for monitoring using loggers proves that the solution is viable, and it permits us to have good feedback regarding the generated power or output and using its optimum mode to prolong the batteries' life.
Also, the RES system contains different PV types (monocrystalline and polycrystalline, oriented in different directions) that allow us to reduce the variability of the generated power. This capability, together with the monitoring via loggers, assures better system stability.
Depending on the estimated power, it is possible to connect or disconnect some appliances in advance, especially those that draw significant power (such as: boiler, heater, garden pump or pool pump) or schedule the work with tools like drilling machine, electric mower, electric saw, etc. Connecting certain appliances in advance can be completely automated using Arduino, a smart WiFi power socket or other similar smart home relay elements.
Monitoring such systems is challenging because one of the requests was to achieve this at a low cost. Considering a heterogeneous system, the main effort is to monitor the battery bank parameters together with the system output. Since EPEVER controllers have dedicated loggers (eLOG01), for every such controller a logger is used. The cheapest way to obtain weather data is to create a program that uses an Accuweather API. The program is written in Java and uses methods from the HttpURLConnection class to query the Accuweather server via API. The results are converted to .json format, then flattened and written on disk as a .csv file.
Loggers collect data with a specific frequency (for example: 1 min, 5 min, 10 min, etc.) and the weather program queries the Accuweather server with the same frequency. An intuitive question could be: which is the appropriate interval for the system? The answer to this question is simple: since it is an off-grid system and has batteries, which accumulate energy and compensate for the system's variability, a time interval of a few minutes is acceptable.
The 
Generated (kWh), Monthly Energy Generated (kWh), Annual Energy Generated (kWh), Total Energy Generated (kWh). Of these parameters, only those that give relevant information for monitoring purposes are used, such as Array Power, Array Status, Battery Status, Battery Voltage, etc.
The parameters collected by the Java weather program are numerous. However, relevant parameters for monitoring purposes, especially for estimating the generated power, are weather parameters that refer to instantaneous values, like temperature, wind speed, wind direction, cloud cover, etc.
Weather data, as a .csv file collected for a day, are about 100 kB, while logger data, as a .csv file collected for a day, are about 50 kB. However, over time, the data volume can become significant; it can be more challenging when having a decreased time interval of logger data and increased frequency of collected data, or more loggers.
Another approach for monitoring is using the protocol options. Nowadays, most inverters implement well-known communication standards, such as: Modbus TCP/IP, Modbus, HTTP, SNMP [65] . When using Modbus and Arduino, the data can be read from the solar charge controllers [66] [67] [68] .
Referring to the SHRES architecture, the big data subsystem is highlighted with gray as in Figure 6 . The big data subsystem can be practically implemented as in Figure 7 . The big data subsystem can be practically implemented as in Figure 7 . The big data subsystem can be practically implemented as in Figure 7 . Big data acquisition is performed with loggers EPEVER eLOG01, Modbus module and weather API software. For passing the data between acquisition level and Apache Spark streaming engine, Apache Kafka is used. The source of messages, in current loggers, Modbus module, and weather API software are basically Kafka producers. Kafka nodes, the cluster nodes, represent brokers that receive messages from producers and publish to topics. Spark nodes, the consumers, subscribe to Kafka topics and consume information [69] .
Producer messages are stored in Kafka, written to disk and replicated between nodes, thus assuring fault tolerance. Kafka storage is scalable, handling 50 TB of persistent data. Kafka messages are decoupled by consumers [65] . Producers can write on persistent storage, while the client has the option of controlling the content until the data that are read from the storage are based on a number or an index. Big data acquisition is performed with loggers EPEVER eLOG01, Modbus module and weather API software. For passing the data between acquisition level and Apache Spark streaming engine, Apache Kafka is used. The source of messages, in current loggers, Modbus module, and weather API software are basically Kafka producers. Kafka nodes, the cluster nodes, represent brokers that receive messages from producers and publish to topics. Spark nodes, the consumers, subscribe to Kafka topics and consume information [69] .
Producer messages are stored in Kafka, written to disk and replicated between nodes, thus assuring fault tolerance. Kafka storage is scalable, handling 50 TB of persistent data. Kafka messages are decoupled by consumers [65] . Producers can write on persistent storage, while the client has the option of controlling the content until the data that are read from the storage are based on a number or an index.
Apache Spark is mainly used in stream processing. Spark streaming is a consumer for Kafka brokers. Apart from the stream processing, Apache Spark consists of: Spark SQL, Spark Streaming, MLib, machine learning and GraphX. In our examples, we use all these components: MLib permits us to run the SVM for estimating the generated power, Spark SQL permits SQL queries to be included in SASM, and GrapX represents graph processing libraries, displaying computational results in legible format.
Regarding the big data storage, temporary streaming data are stored. The batch processing usually alleviates cases where data from sensors are missing or not processed in time. If an application requires batch processing, this involves storing a batch of streaming records for a short time, then processing them, then storing another batch, then processing it, and so on. The most important stage is the storing stream of the processing results for the analytics that will be used in future estimations. If the batch processing of stream data and temporary stream data storage requires a relatively small space, the stream for processing results requires more space. As for the storage solution, everything can be stored on Hadoop HDFS and/or on a NoSQL database, usually a key-value database, for example Oracle NoSQL, Casandra, MongoDB, etc.
Examples of processing data from sensors are given in Appendix A.
Predicting PV Output with SVM Regression
In this example, we use data related to array power in watts, collected from a logger that is connected to an MPPT controller. Also, we have other data regarding the weather parameters obtained using a program in Java that uses Accuweather API. All the collected data are in a .csv file after a preliminary check was done for the data collected by loggers and from Accuweather API in order to remove data that are not valid. For example, some records are not proper-columns can have offset, etc.; usually these are rare cases, under 5%. The data are stored in .xlsx files (converted from .csv). For simulation, we use the SVM regression machine learning. The target is to estimate the ArrayPowerW (power generated by photovoltaic panel) based on previous values of the generated power, collected by logger and based on weather data parameters, such as: CloudCover, Wind.Speed, Temperature, Ceiling, WindGust.Speed, Pressure, Visibility.
In order to detail some aspects of the data that have been used in simulation, the ArrayPowerW column has been extracted from the csv file generated by the logger, and the other columns such as CloudCover, Ceiling.Metric.Value, Ceiling.Metric.Unit, etc. have been extracted from the csv file generated by our proposed program that interrogates the AccuWeather API. The main characteristic of the data is that they are easily obtained: either the logger is available on the market at affordable prices for various types of solar controllers, or it can be easily built using Arduino. As for the proposed program created for weather parameters, it can be easily implemented in different programming languages. The dataset is flexible in terms of the number of parameters, so several parameters (currents, voltages, etc.) can be used from the logger. Also, a large number of parameters are available from the AccuWeather API program (usually, the JSON response from AccuWeather API servers contains over 30 weather parameters). Our approach uses a limited number of parameters to describe the main process. Another aspect regarding the parameter set is that it is possible to choose with what frequency the parameters are collected; thus, depending on the storage capacity of the computer system and the processing power, a higher or lower frequency can be chosen. A higher frequency provides better accuracy but involves higher costs, requiring more storage and processing power.
To read data from the file and generate a data frame named df3b: library ("e1071"), library ("xlsx"), library ("dplyr"), setwd ("C:/date"), we use df3b <-read.xlsx ("dateS3b.xlsx", sheetIndex = 1).
Then, we select columns and create a separate data frame named df3ca. First, we run SVM with one input, CloudCover, and represent the comparative ArrayPowerW obtained from the logger and estimated by the SVM. By building the SVM model, [27] [28] [29] [30] [70] [71] [72] [73] , we obtain: model_a <-svm(ArrayPowerW~CloudCover, df3ca) pred_a <-predict(model_a, df3ca) plot(df3ca$CloudCover, df3ca$ArrayPowerW) points(df3ca$CloudCover, pred_a, col = "green", pch = 4).
Model_a is a data frame obtained by applying the SVM function, while pred_a is a data frame obtained by predicting the power based on the SVM model (Figure 8 ). The Plot function draws the ArrayPowerW based on the CloudCover from the initial dataset from the logger and represents the power predicted values (in green as in Figure 9 ).
points(df3ca$CloudCover, pred_a, col = "green", pch = 4).
Model_a is a data frame obtained by applying the SVM function, while pred_a is a data frame obtained by predicting the power based on the SVM model (Figure 8 ). The Plot function draws the ArrayPowerW based on the CloudCover from the initial dataset from the logger and represents the power predicted values (in green as in Figure 9 ). To evaluate the SVM regression prediction accuracy, we use RMSE (Root Mean Square Error), calculating and printing it based on the following code:
rmseFunc <-function(err) { sqrt(mean(err^2)) } err <-model_a$residuals RMSEpred_a = rmseFunc(err) print(RMSEpred_a).
In this case, the RMSE is 10.92187. Figure 9 shows the prediction of power based on the cloud cover; nevertheless, RMSE is 10.92. Considering that the generated power in clear sky conditions is about 130-150 W, the RMSE is relatively high. 
points(df3ca$CloudCover, pred_a, col = "green", pch = 4).
rmseFunc <-function(err) { sqrt(mean(err^2)) } err <-model_a$residuals RMSEpred_a = rmseFunc(err) print(RMSEpred_a).
In this case, the RMSE is 10.92187. Figure 9 shows the prediction of power based on the cloud cover; nevertheless, RMSE is 10.92. Considering that the generated power in clear sky conditions is about 130-150 W, the RMSE is relatively high. To evaluate the SVM regression prediction accuracy, we use RMSE (Root Mean Square Error), calculating and printing it based on the following code:
rmseFunc <-function(err) { sqrt(mean(errˆ2)) } err <-model_a$residuals RMSEpred_a = rmseFunc(err) print(RMSEpred_a).
In this case, the RMSE is 10.92187. Figure 9 shows the prediction of power based on the cloud cover; nevertheless, RMSE is 10.92. Considering that the generated power in clear sky conditions is about 130-150 W, the RMSE is relatively high.
We will similarly run SVM to predict the ArrayPowerW based on ceiling and then the ArrayPowerW based on temperature, using the following sequences (as in Table 1 ). The results in this case are shown in Figures 10 and 11. Symmetry 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 21 of 37
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In Figure 10 , we estimate the power using SVM, based on a comparison of the ceiling that shows a tendency of power to increase with the ceiling matching the real dependency. In Figure 11 , we also estimate the power based on the temperature, which initially shows a decrease of power with the temperature increase for the interval 0-5 °C, then an increase between 5 and 10 °C (this does not match the real dependency), then again, we have a decrease of dependency. The fact that it does not match the real trend between 5 and 10 °C can be due to error in collecting the temperature values. The error can come from the API querying and from the fact that the weather station is not right near the solar system location. We also estimate the power using SVM, based on visibility (Figure 12 ) or pressure ( Figure 13 ). In the next step, we run SVM using all parameters-cloud cover, ceiling, temperature, visibility and pressure-using the following sequence: In Figure 10 , we estimate the power using SVM, based on a comparison of the ceiling that shows a tendency of power to increase with the ceiling matching the real dependency. In Figure 11 , we also estimate the power based on the temperature, which initially shows a decrease of power with the temperature increase for the interval 0-5 °C, then an increase between 5 and 10 °C (this does not match the real dependency), then again, we have a decrease of dependency. The fact that it does not match the real trend between 5 and 10 °C can be due to error in collecting the temperature values. The error can come from the API querying and from the fact that the weather station is not right near the solar system location. We also estimate the power using SVM, based on visibility (Figure 12 ) or pressure ( Figure 13 ). In the next step, we run SVM using all parameters-cloud cover, ceiling, temperature, visibility and pressure-using the following sequence: In the next step, we run SVM using all parameters-cloud cover, ceiling, temperature, visibility and pressure-using the following sequence: pred_f <-predict(model_f, df3cf) plot(df3cf$CloudCover, df3cf$ArrayPowerW) points(df3cf$CloudCover, pred_f, col = "red", pch = 17) points(df3cf$CloudCover, pred_a, col = "green", pch = 17).
SVM as a regression method can use several types of curve fitting functions. These are defined in the kernel parameter of the SVM function in R. In our case, the curve fitting is mentioned in the above call, i.e., in: When we have used five parameters in the SVM learning process, the RMSE has considerably decreased to 6.77, in comparison with the previous case, with one parameter (CloudCover), where it is 10.92. In this situation, the results are shown in Figure 14 . SVM as a regression method can use several types of curve fitting functions. These are defined in the kernel parameter of the SVM function in R. In our case, the curve fitting is mentioned in the above call, i.e., in: In other words, the SVM linear kernel is used inside the SVM, which translates the above expression into: When we have used five parameters in the SVM learning process, the RMSE has considerably decreased to 6.77, in comparison with the previous case, with one parameter (CloudCover), where it is 10.92. In this situation, the results are shown in Figure 14 . Figure 14 , with black circles, represents the real values of power collected by the logger; green triangles represent the values predicted with SVM using one parameter; and red triangles represent the values predicted with SVM using five parameters. We see that the red triangle is always closer to the real value (black circle) than the green triangle. It is obvious that the values estimated by the SVM with five parameters are closer to the real value than those of the SVM with one parameter.
It is important to know that R allows three kernel varieties, polynomial, radial or sigmoid, for the kernel learning method or linear curve fitting. We have used curve fitting, and it can be seen in Figure 14 that the black circles (real values) are very close to the green triangles (predicted values), which shows that the linear curve fitting can be successfully applied.
The degree of curve fitting is determined based on the approximation of the estimated points to the actual values. Figure 14 , with black circles, represents the real values of power collected by the logger; green triangles represent the values predicted with SVM using one parameter; and red triangles represent the values predicted with SVM using five parameters. We see that the red triangle is always closer to the real value (black circle) than the green triangle. It is obvious that the values estimated by the SVM with five parameters are closer to the real value than those of the SVM with one parameter.
The degree of curve fitting is determined based on the approximation of the estimated points to the actual values.
This example shows that when using data from a simple logger and from a program that collects data via weather API, acceptable SVM predictions are possible.
It can be noticed in Figure 8 that the array power decreases with the cloud cover level. To compare the results, we run the linear regression model for the array power versus the cloud cover, with the same set of data. Below is the R program listing.
## Read data from xlsx generated file library("e1071") library("xlsx") library("dplyr") setwd("C:/date") df3b <-read.xlsx("dateS3b.xlsx", sheetIndex = 1) df3ca <-data.frame(df3b$ArrayPowerW, df3b$CloudCover) names(df3ca)[1:2] = c("ArrayPowerW", "CloudCover") ## SVM model_a <-svm(ArrayPowerW~CloudCover, df3ca) pred_a <-predict(model_a, df3ca) plot(df3ca$CloudCover, df3ca$ArrayPowerW) points(df3ca$CloudCover, pred_a, col = "green", pch = 4) ## Linear Regression model_lr=lm(ArrayPowerW~CloudCover, df3ca) # display best fit line for regression abline(model_lr) ## RMSE rmseFunc <-function(err) { sqrt(mean(errˆ2)) } # RMSE for linear regression err_lr <-model_lr$residuals RMSEpred_lr = rmseFunc(err_lr) sprintf("RMSE linear regression: %s",RMSEpred_lr) # RMSE for svm err <-model_a$residuals RMSEpred_a = rmseFunc(err) sprintf("RMSE SVM: %s",RMSEpred_a) Therefore, for the same dataset, the RMSE for the linear regression is 14.62, which is greater than the RMSE for the SVM model, which is 10.92. This is the first indication that the SVM fits better than the linear regression.
Thus, the results are shown in Figure 15 . The green points represent the SVM predicted values and the black line represents the linear regression line. By merging the green points, it can be seen that the SVM predicted curve (green) follows the real values more accurately, as in Figure 16 .
As a specific example, the blue line was added to show that the distance to the SVM forecasted value is smaller than the distance to the regression-forecasted value. 
Predicting RES Output with SVM Regression
The following three scenarios emphasize the principle of SASM proposed in Figure 2 . The big data system receives data from weather data sources, sensors, WSN and loggers. Based on the big data analytics-machine learning and input data-the generated power is estimated at 95% from maximum power (95% Pmax), which is the first input parameter for the SASM module, p1 = 0.95xPmax. From other data sources such as history day type records, etc., it is estimated that it will be a regular electricity demand day.
To characterize the electricity demand referring to other data sources, we use parameter p2, with values between 1 and 100, where 1 is for the ideal light day in terms of electricity demand and 100 for a heavy day. In our scenario, p2 = 50 is the second input parameter for SASM. 
The following three scenarios emphasize the principle of SASM proposed in Figure 2 . Scenario 1-Winter time, sunny day, clear sky, with medium wind speed about 12 m/s, temperature −3 • C. The big data system receives data from weather data sources, sensors, WSN and loggers. Based on the big data analytics-machine learning and input data-the generated power is estimated at 95% from maximum power (95% Pmax), which is the first input parameter for the SASM module, p1 = 0.95xPmax. From other data sources such as history day type records, etc., it is estimated that it will be a regular electricity demand day.
To characterize the electricity demand referring to other data sources, we use parameter p2, with values between 1 and 100, where 1 is for the ideal light day in terms of electricity demand and 100 for a heavy day. In our scenario, p2 = 50 is the second input parameter for SASM.
As it is a sunny, clear sky day, the solar irradiance sensor will give a maximum signal and this will set the input parameter p3 for SASM to 100 (the p3 parameter has values from 0 to 100, where 0 is for low irradiance and 100 is for a clear sky, sunny day).
The next input parameter for SASM is p4, which depends on the wind speed and is related to the wind turbine feature, i.e., the power-wind speed diagram. Thus, for a wind speed less than the start-up speed p4 = 0, for wind speed greater than the cutoff speed p4 = 100, and for intermediate values between start-up and cutoff speed p4 has appropriate intermediate values. For the current scenario, with wind speed 12 m/s, p4 = 30.
Another input parameter is related to temperature. If the temperature is low, it requires electricity demand for heating, thus a temperature scale, for −30 • C, p5 = 0, for +20 • C and above, p5 = 100 is considered. For temperature intermediate values, p5 has values between 0 and 100. In our scenario, the temperature is −3 • C so p5 = 40.
The voltage sensor measures the battery bank voltage, thus we know how much energy is stored in the battery. If a 24 V battery bank voltage is 20 V, it is considered empty and the inverter should be stopped; if the battery voltage is 30 V, the battery bank is fully loaded. The parameter p6 is related to the battery voltage value. In our scenario the battery voltage is 28.2 V, so p6 = 14.2.
Parameters p7 and p8 are related to the inverter current intensity corresponding to low-demand appliances like LED bulbs, laptops, etc., which can be around a few amps. In our scenario, inverter1 is with 4 A, inverter2 is with 5 A, so p7 = 4 and p8 = 5.
To summarize, the SASM parameters are: p1 = 95 (estimation for generated power); p2 = 50 (electricity demand); p3 = 100 (sunny day); p4 = 30 (wind); p5 = 40 (temperature); p6 = 14.2 (energy in batteries); p7 = 4 (actual consumption, inverter1 is low); p8 = 5 (actual consumption, inverter2 is low).
Assuming we have a 1000 Ah battery bank of 12 V, considering the relationship between Watts hours (Wh), Voltage (V) and Amper hours (Ah), the generated power can be estimated as 1000 Ah × 12 V = 12,000 Wh = 12 kWh. This means that the battery bank can generate 12 kW for one hour. Based on the parameters and according to the internal algorithm, SASM will give signals to connect heavy loads (about 4 kW consumers) for 1 h. The calculated time is based on the SASM optimization algorithm, which estimates the RES output. Then, the signal is sent to an Arduino circuit that commands a relay to connect heavy loads. After connecting heavy loads, p7 and p8 will increase to p7 = 42 and p8 = 44.
Unexpected events for scenario 1 Scenario 1-load increase: if the current on inverter1 increases from p7 = 42 to p7 = 50, SASM will decrease the connection time from 1 h to 50 min, so will decrease the time by 15%.
Scenario 1-load decrease: if the current on inverter2 decreases from p8 = 44 to p8 = 39, SASM increases the connecting time from 1 h to 1 h and 10 min, so will increase the time by 15%.
Scenario 1-estimated power decrease: p1 decreases to 88; SASM decreases connecting time from 1 h to 52 min.
Scenario 2-Winter time, partly sunny day, cloud cover 20%, with medium wind speed at about 15 m/s, temperature 2 • C.
In this scenario, SASM input parameters, considering the previous scenario description, are: p1 = 82 (estimation output); p2 = 50 (medium demand); p3 = 80 (sunny day); p4 = 34 (wind); p5 = 40 (temperature); p6 = 28.5 (energy in batteries); p7 = 5 (actual consumption, inverter1 is low); P8 = 6 (actual consumption, inverter2 is low).
Based on these parameters, SASM will give signals to connect heavy loads for 40 min. Comparing with the previous scenario, we observe that the time is shorter, because the big data estimated power parameter p1 is lower this time, p1 = 82, which can mainly be explained by the cloud cover of 20%.
Scenario 3-Summer time, partly sunny day, cloud cover 30%, no wind, temperature 22 • C.
In this scenario, SASM input parameters are: p1 = 70 (estimation for output); p2 = 35 (smaller electricity demand comparing to winter scenarios); p3 = 65 (partly sunny day); p4 = 0 (no wind); p5 = 100 (temperature); p6 = 27.8 (energy in batteries/batteries are not too loaded); p7 = 5(actual consumption, inverter1 is low); p8 = 5 (actual consumption, inverter2 is low).
Based on these parameters, SASM will give signals to connect heavy loads (3 kW appliances) for 2.5 h. By comparison with the previous scenario, we observe that the time is longer. The big data estimated power parameter p1 is lower this time; however, the consumption during summer is smaller as there is no heating demand and air conditioners have a smaller power requirement, only 3 kW. All these parameters correlated by SASM will permit 2 h connection time for 3 kW loads.
Discussion
Off-grid or hybrid RES are similar to any power system that balances the generation and the load. Regarding the system balancing capacities, there are actually two situations that characterize any system regardless of its size, considering the generation and consumption components. (1) If the generation is higher than the consumption, the extra power has to be exported or stored. (2) If the generation is smaller than the consumption, the load will be curtailed or the energy will be imported from other power systems or provided by other sources (such as reserve capacities or storage systems); otherwise, system parameters such as frequency deviate from its acceptable range.
However, there are two main differences:
The off-grid system has a limited way to balance generation and consumption in comparison with large power systems, as it has limited reservoirs or reserve power capacities. In general, this is an energy storage that can be of different sources and sizes, from well-known batteries to air reservoir, water reservoir placed at altitude, big capacitors. There are many other types, but as a general feature, the size is smaller and the possibility to extend it is limited by costs. -In most cases, if the hybrid RES cannot properly balance for a limited period of time, then it can switch to the grid.
Nevertheless, system operation optimization is also necessary for the off-grid renewable systems.
In this context, it is important for the RES to collect and process system parameters such as load, produced energy, produced energy by source type. This should be done at the atomic level. For instance, it could be valuable, not only to have summary data about the energy produced by the PV system, but also to have these data for every panel per day, or per hour, or for every wind or hydro turbine. This can involve some costs in capturing and storing data, but helps with getting a more accurate forecast. For sensors, streaming data are recommended to store analytic processing results and/or part of the data (samples from rare time intervals).
In [74] , the use of big data is mentioned in day-ahead energy forecasting. It can be interesting to know the average energy produced for one or many days in advance; there may be specific situations where there is no need for high accuracy and just having a plausible estimation being enough. Let us consider a hybrid photovoltaic system where part of the generated energy is used for charging electric car batteries, or for heating. In such a case, a plausible estimation is useful. Generalizing, we can have specific forecasting energy scenarios depending on the use case.
It is well known that sensors or smart meters generate huge volumes of data that lead to a real challenge in transmitting data from the collection point, PV or wind turbine to the system that can store or process it [12] . For this reason, dimensionality reduction is one of the approaches to bypass it. So, it is better to process the collected data, and/or do dimensionality reduction at an intermediate point, between sensors and the big data system.
A similar approach is suggested in [11] , by doing a distributed analysis of data, which saves telecommunication and storage resources and thus reduces costs.
For monitoring RES system status, based on parameters collected by sensors, graphics with linear regression lines can be performed for a specific time interval (usually a week). In [2] , such a pair of parameters for graphic representation (performance ratio with module temperature, thermal resistance with wind speed, etc.) is mentioned. Comparing the lines for different time intervals, any deviation from regular form gives clues about the system's sanity.
The initial parameters are based on measurements made in the laboratory and differ from real photovoltaic panel parameters. In these circumstances, from time to time, it will be valuable during the RES lifetime to perform measurements in real working conditions, recording parameters at different solar irradiance and using the data from other monitoring, estimations and performance verifications.
Nowadays, RES systems have various heterogeneous data sources: from equipment, sensors, loggers [27] , etc. If we include in the analysis data that come from social networks and from which we can extract useful information via analytics, then the applications should operate with a multitude of formats. Thus, big data systems must be able to process some parts of the streaming data in real time and other parts in batches that also require using big data.
Big data provide an accessible way to retrieve information from sensors and easily process and analyze data using machine learning and analytics. Depending on the amount of information generated from different sources, the streaming process provides methods for storing only the intermediate data or the final aggregated results of the processed streams. With access to historical data, the big data solution can provide analytics and useful insights for the system operation that can otherwise be almost impossible to obtain. Regarding costs, this should not be an impediment to using big data in the proposed solution, so, depending on the budget, either a big data commercial framework or an open-source framework can be used.
Limitations
Considering the sensors' and loggers' evolution and penetration, a real problem is that a multitude of PV systems that do not have sensors exist; thus, the monitoring data are missing. The forecasting and the operation optimization necessities will increase the demand for sensors at acceptable prices, with the possibility of working with a vast variety of photovoltaic systems. Once the PV systems have sensors and loggers, the collected data can be further analyzed.
Devising monitoring systems using Arduino looks plausible; however, Arduino involves more workmanship, and such cheap sensors are not so compact. The other advantage of using Arduino is the progress of connectivity between Arduino modules; thus, it is now very easy to use XBee and ZigBee to connect the modules [75] . For these reasons, the solution can come from Arduino, implemented by hardware companies, which assemble Arduino parts in a compact and reliable sensor system.
If the lack of sensors and loggers is a potential limitation, when referring to analytics and big data technologies, it is a real challenge to choose the best tool for a specific task. For example, when referring to machine learning techniques that could be used for predictions, initially some comparison tests with possible solutions should be performed, and then we can choose the one that is most suitable.
The weather parameters involved in the forecast depend on the location where the weather stations are placed, which usually does not coincide with the location of the PV array or the wind power plant or turbine; thus, the parameters are not so accurate. When using the nearest weather stations, a good approach is to interpolate parameters from the stations surrounding the generation location [12] .
When having a RES system with many PV panels and/or with many wind turbines, the monitoring system costs can be huge, even if the sensors or the loggers are cheap. In [12] , the upscaling principle is mentioned for forecasting energy generated by photovoltaic systems in a widespread area. There, the forecast is done only for a representative subset of PV, and then for the entire area the forecast is adjusted to all the photovoltaic systems. A similar approach can be used in the case of sensors or loggers in a large RES system, choosing a representative number of PV or wind turbines to mount sensors and upscaling the forecast to the entire system. In this way, not only do the monitoring costs decrease, but also, from a big data and analytics point of view, the data quantity decreases and leads to lower costs for the IT system, making it feasible for small and medium companies.
Nevertheless, for locations where the parameters can vary significantly from PV to PV or from wind turbine to wind turbine, like mountainous places or regions with high unevenness, it may be recommended for accuracy to have sensors and loggers for every PV or wind turbine.
Producing energy requires considerable resources; thus, adopting big data is a supplementary challenge. However, the companies that generate energy and distribution and transmission grid operators can share resources [20] . For example, data that are not too sensitive (like weather data) can be shared among companies, leading to decreased costs.
The wireless sensor network offers data for analysis, but this presents some challenges [40] , like the module energy consumption that can be improved using power-saving features. A second challenge is wireless inertia, in which the usual wireless transmission can introduce some delay for big data analytics processing and for specific applications; those that address streaming media can especially create some issues. To reduce the delay, buffering or improving applications can bypass the problem.
Conclusions
When working with large amounts of data from sensors, it is possible and strongly recommended to use big data analytics [11] , such as Hadoop, Hive or Cassandra. Lately, RES monitoring has tended to evolve in the direction of monitoring any element that generates energy (photovoltaic panel, wind turbine). This is possible due to accessible sensors or monitoring modules and to the developments made in transmission technologies like Wi-Fi and ZigBee. These allow us to know the status of each generation unit, to determine a fault in time, to take necessary measures, etc. A real challenge in this context is the increased data volume, which can be solved using big data and analytics technologies. Another difficulty is with observing a large number of details, especially for large RES systems, which require specialized software that show analytical dashboards, with only relevant data or events that deserve attention (such as the PV fault or the significant PV power decrease).
A sample quantity of data generated by sensors confirms that using direct estimation of the data summarized by basic sensors in a RES can generate a huge amount of data, which also confirms the interdependency between the increasing number of sensors and big data.
Examples of analysis of data from loggers show little information that can be discovered from the collected data and used in monitoring, optimizing and predicting RES. A challenging aspect related to the rough collected data from sensors and loggers is to use these data in ANN and machine learning in order to improve the functionality of the system; from an analytical perspective, it has an impact on the system's quality. In this paper we show that, with SVM, the data collected from a cheap logger and from an API weather can provide good prediction results in the estimation of the photovoltaic panel generated power, which can be further integrated in a wider RES system in order to optimize the generated power and ensure a balance, at the micro-grid level, between generation and load.
The main advantage of using big data for off-grid or hybrid-RES systems that generate a massive volume of data from sensors and other sources such as weather parameters or even social media is efficient processing of these parameters for optimization and system monitoring. Also, big data solutions provide methods for integrating and processing heterogeneous data sources in the SASM module (as shown in Figure 2 ) that optimize the connection or disconnection of electrical appliances. It also allows a better exploitation of the battery bank by controlling the charging level, increasing its lifecycle, which is one of the most expensive components of off-grid systems.
The use of big data technologies in forecasting off-grid power increases the prediction accuracy due to the ability to rapidly process massive data. Therefore, the parameters of the forecasting methods are extracted from different sources, transformed and efficiently provided to the SVM algorithm as input parameters. 
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Appendix A
Several examples of sensor usage (logger data) with SVM integrated in big data processing (see the proposed architecture- Figure 2 ) are presented in the following paragraphs.
Example 1: Comparison of the Power Generated between Days
The data are collected from a logger from the photovoltaic panel. Using R, it is intuitive to compare the power generated at the array level between days in Figure A1 .
For comparison, a box plot representation for the array power generation is used. The samples are collected at 10-min intervals between day 1 (8 January 2018) and day 2 (9 January 2018). It is easy to notice that in both cases, some samples of generated power at the array level reached 50-60 W. On day 1, many samples were 15-25 W, while on day 2 many samples were 5-15 W.
For comparison, a box plot representation for the array power generation is used. The samples are collected at 10-min intervals between day 1 (8 January 2018) and day 2 (9 January 2018). It is easy to notice that in both cases, some samples of generated power at the array level reached 50-60 W. On day 1, many samples were 15-25 W, while on day 2 many samples were 5-15 W. Figure A2 shows a demo PVARRAY data frame, using a .csv file with data logged from the PV array. This file contains about 3706 records.
Example 2: Analyzing the battery status in a photovoltaic system
Then, using the filter processing in R, we have determined how many statuses of the battery have been under the voltage limit, noticing that there are 13 such statuses in comparison with 3692 normal statuses. The same analysis can be done for bigger files collected from sensors (loggers). Example 2: Analyzing the Battery Status in a Photovoltaic System Figure A2 shows a demo PVARRAY data frame, using a .csv file with data logged from the PV array. This file contains about 3706 records.
Then, using the filter processing in R, we have determined how many statuses of the battery have been under the voltage limit, noticing that there are 13 such statuses in comparison with 3692 normal statuses. The same analysis can be done for bigger files collected from sensors (loggers). 
Example 3: Analyzing the array power versus the battery status
In Figure A3 , we filter in R the data frame, removing the records that have the ArrayCurrentA zero. That means that we remove records where there is no sun or light (night). We observe the variability of the array power. Even if the sun radiation is at its maximum in the middle of the day, and under clear sky conditions it should have an approximate normal distribution, the real power captured by the PV is variable due to a multitude of factors (mainly cloud coverage, but also temperature, humidity, etc.). 
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In Figure A3 , we filter in R the data frame, removing the records that have the ArrayCurrentA zero. That means that we remove records where there is no sun or light (night). We observe the variability of the array power. Even if the sun radiation is at its maximum in the middle of the day, and under clear sky conditions it should have an approximate normal distribution, the real power captured by the PV is variable due to a multitude of factors (mainly cloud coverage, but also temperature, humidity, etc.).
In Figure A3 , we filter in R the data frame, removing the records that have the ArrayCurrentA zero. That means that we remove records where there is no sun or light (night). We observe the variability of the array power. Even if the sun radiation is at its maximum in the middle of the day, and under clear sky conditions it should have an approximate normal distribution, the real power captured by the PV is variable due to a multitude of factors (mainly cloud coverage, but also temperature, humidity, etc.). Marked by the green line, we notice the situations when the battery is under voltage. The under voltage status depends on the sun radiation and can happen on days with high cloud coverage, but it can also happen on a sunny day if the instantaneous power consumption is higher than the instantaneous generated power.
This graph can be performed overa certain period of time and it can give an idea about the photovoltaic system correctness. Thus, if we have small periods with under voltage, or do not have Marked by the green line, we notice the situations when the battery is under voltage. The under voltage status depends on the sun radiation and can happen on days with high cloud coverage, but it can also happen on a sunny day if the instantaneous power consumption is higher than the instantaneous generated power.
This graph can be performed overa certain period of time and it can give an idea about the photovoltaic system correctness. Thus, if we have small periods with under voltage, or do not have them at all, then the system is running smoothly (ideally, the battery bank should not run at under voltage, so as to prevent premature damage). Figure A4 , we show the dependency among the ArrayCurrentA, the ArrayVoltageV and the ArrayPowerW.
Figures A5 and A6 present surfaces in green and red, comparable in size. We notice a big density for the small array current/voltage value that happens at the beginning of the day, at the end of the day, and when there are clouds.
0.01 0. 25 27.21 19.84 28.33 43.60 Considering half of the ArrayCurrent (R5$ArrayCurrentA > 2.19), in Figure A4 , we show the dependency among the ArrayCurrentA, the ArrayVoltageV and the ArrayPowerW.
Figures A5 and A6 present surfaces in green and red, comparable in size. We notice a big density for the small array current/voltage value that happens at the beginning of the day, at the end of the day, and when there are clouds. Example 5: A summary of the generated array power levels Figure A7 shows the PV panel-generated power, representing all the records in the data frame, for the power range intervals 0.1-10 W, 10-90 W, 90-120 W and 120-160 W.
The first power range interval, 0.1-10 W, is frequently found due to many cloudy days, when the cloud cover is very high (over 90%). There are also many records with 10-90 W that correspond to cloudy and sunny days. Finally, there are records with high generated power, i.e., 90-120 W or 120-160 W, but they are few. This happens because, in the monitoring by logger interval, there were only a few sunny days. Example 5: A summary of the Generated Array Power Levels Figure A7 shows the PV panel-generated power, representing all the records in the data frame, for the power range intervals 0.1-10 W, 10-90 W, 90-120 W and 120-160 W.
The first power range interval, 0.1-10 W, is frequently found due to many cloudy days, when the cloud cover is very high (over 90%). There are also many records with 10-90 W that correspond to cloudy and sunny days. Finally, there are records with high generated power, i.e., 90-120 W or 120-160 W, but they are few. This happens because, in the monitoring by logger interval, there were only a few sunny days. Based on such graphs, we can set the expectation for the generated power. Even if the PV panel has a specific nominal power, as we can see above, the effective generated power has a low value.
